
City College of San Francisco 
Distance Education Addendum 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
A. Date 
B. Department 
C. Course Identifier 
D. Course Title 
E. Preparer 
F. Department Chair 
G. Dean 

October 2014 
Computer Science 
CS 111C 
Data Structures and Algorithms: Java 
Jessica Masters, Craig Persiko 
Craig Persiko 
David Yee 

II. DISTANCE EDUCATION JUSTIFICATION 
CS 111 C is a third semester computer programming course. The prerequisite course, 

CS I11B, is also offered online. Assignments and exams involve programming on 
computer and the course is focused on using the computer to accomplish tasks. Thus it 
lends itself to online delivery. Online discussion forums are used for discussion of class 
topics from textbook and notes, to deepen student understanding. The forums are also 
actively used for questions and answers as students are working on homework 
assignments. 

III. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY 
A. Use of Technology. Check the technology(ies) that students will use as an 

alternate to classroom instruction: 
[:><J Online Learning Management System 
D Televised Instruction 
DOther 

B. Student-Instructor Contact. 
1. Check the modes that students will be able to use ask the instructor 

questions 
[:><J Email 
[:><J Online discussion boards or other asynchronous communication 
D Online chat or other synchronous communication 
D Telephone 

~ .... Face to face meetings 
D Other: 

2. Check the modes the instructor will use to prompt for student contact 
[:><J Email 
[:><J Online discussion boards or other asynchronous communication 
D Online chat or other synchronous communication 
DTelephone 
D Face to face meetings 
DOther: 
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3. Please provide details on 1 and 2 above. Be sure to include the frequency 
of student-instructor contact 

Forums, email, and cbat all contribute to promoting discussion between 
the class cohort, and between the students and the instructor. The 
instructor will monitor the forums and respond as needed to keep 
discussion on topic, and to correct misinformation when it occurs. 
Students will be expected to contribute to discussion forums and class 
activities sincerely and substantively. Additionally, forums/class activities 
will prompt students to interact with each other in meaningful and 
substantive ways. Students will participate in the equivalent of three hours 
of coursework per week. 

The instructor will be an active partaker and promoter in discussion 
forums, working to engage students as much possible and to deepen 
contact for all. The instructor will provide feedback after forum postings, 
class activities, and assignments; whether it is individually or en masse 
will depend upon the forum/activity/assignment and the type of feedback. 
The instructor will prompt students who are not regularly participating in 
coursework and/or who have not accessed the class after one week. 

Students will submit assignments online and the instructor will post a 
reply with their score and comments. Also, students will be strongly 
encouraged to post questions of a general nature to the class discussion 
groups rather than via email to the instructor so that everyone can see the 
answers. This will take the place of asking a question in class. The 
instructor will also be available for individual phone appointments. 
Contact between students and instructor is expected to occur at least as 
frequently as it does in a face-to-face class. Instructor will respond to 
messages each business day. Announcements will be used to prompt 
students when a new week of content is available. The instructor will 
routinely prompt students to complete course tasks. A forum will be set up 
so that students can post general course questions, organize study groups, 
and work together on course content. Students are encouraged to post 
questions and concerns to a general course forum so that all students can 
benefit. Such a forum builds a sense of community and encourages student 
engagement. Quizzes will be done by the student working alone. 

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assignments 

1. Online discussion of roll play algorithms, methods and statements at the 
client and implementation levels for lists, stacks, queues, trees and graphs 

2. Analyze iterative and recursive sorting and searching algorithms in online 
forums and homework assignments 

3. Calculate running time function for single and nested loops 
4. Designing and implementing ADTs 
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5. Using specific techniques, approaches, principles, and algorithms for 
designing and developing programs, and to estimate the order of growth of 
these algorithms 

6. Comparing and contrasting advantages/disadvantages of data structures 
and algorithms for sorting and searching 

7. Writing iterative and recursive algorithms and methods to process arrays, 
linked lists, stacks, queues, trees, heaps and graphs 

8. Creating hash tables 
9. Writing programs that implement a list, that use recursion, that process 

stacks and trees 

B. Evaluation and Modes 
1. Student problem solving and programming assignments as described 

above that measure the student's ability to design, develop and analyze 
data structures and algorithms, done remotely 

2. Multiple tests and/or quizzes administered online, including topics such as 
processing advantages and costs of lists, stacks, queues, trees and graphs; 
writing and evaluating recursive methods; and, determining the order of 
growth of searching and sorting algorithms, done remotely 

3. Written in-person comprehensive final examination that includes 
developing and writing code using the algorithms and data structures 
covered in the class 

C. Articulation 
D This course does not articulate with any courses at a four-year school 
L><J This course articulates with one or more courses at a four-year school. The 
department has discussed the impact of a distance education mode with the 
Articulation Officer. 

D. Distance Evaluation Integrity 
Assignments and mid-term exams are open-note and open-web, thus students are 
encouraged to use all available resources. Questions are designed to test student 
knowledge given their access to resources. Exams are timed, and presented in a 
secure window. The final exam is given in person. 

E. Textbook and other Instructional Materials 
1. Frank Carrano and Walter Savitch, Data Structures and Abstractions With 
Java (2"d Edition), Prentice Hall, 2006 

2. Access to computer facilities to support solving programming problems and 
accessing online course content and discussion forums. 
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GEc.:ERAL DESCRIPTIO", 
A. Date 
B. Department 
C Course "'umber 
D. Course Title 
E. Course Outline Preparer 

F Department Chairperson 

City College of San Francisco 
Conl'se Outline of Record 

March 2010 
Computer Science 
CS 111C 
Data Structures and Algorithms: Java 
Charles ivlelzler, Steve Abcnsolm 

G. Department/Division Dean 

Constance COI:ner ~~.~ \ ,_ 

Torn Doegel_"'-y !~ __ \L _'_L-~ __ 

COURSE SPECIrrCS 
:\. Hours 
B. Units 
C Prerequisites 

Co-requisit.es 
Advisories 

D. Course Justification 

E. Ficici Trips 
F. Method of Grading 
G. Repeatability 

~>.-/" 
'-> 

(,ecturc - J, Conference - 1, Laboratory - 3 
3 
CS I11B 
None 
None 
CS 111 C is the third or a three course sequence 
(CS I I I A (or CS 11OA), CS I I I B, CS I I 1 C) 
designed for students transferring to a four-year 
program as weI! as for students pursuing the 
Certificate DC Achievement in Computer 
Programming: C-;-+. 
No 
Letter 
I) 

IlL CATALOG DESCR1PTlON 
The analysis and design or computer algorithms and their underlying data structures. Analysis of 
lhe timing and efficiency oCalgorithms. Study of lists, stacks, queues, trees, backtracking, 
searching, sorting and recursion. lntroduction to graphs, hash tables, heaps, priority CJueues and 
direct access files. FUliher study oj' abstract data types and object-oriented programming. 

IV MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Upon completion of this course a studelll will be able to: 

.'\. Write Java code at client (interface) and implementation levels Cor array-based and linked 
lists. 

B Compare and contrast algorithms 1'01' dlicicncy 
C Predict the results "fthe data struclUres stacks, queues, trees, graphs, heaps, hash tables 

and priority qUeLleS with associated algorithms such as insertion, deletion, retrieval, 
searelL and traversal_ 

D. Evaluate appropriate data structures lor a gi\'cn pwhlem. 
E. Design and implement algorithms using various dala structures. 
F. Analyze and apply appropriate sorting and/or searching algorithms. 
G. Design and implcmcm recursive solutions. 

V. CONTENT 
A. Solving problems 
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1. Choice of data structures and algorithms 
2. Pseudocode and the language of algorithms 

B. Further study and enhancement of good programming practices for software engineering 
1. Extensibility, maintainability (making programs easy to read/understand) 
2. Naming conventions 
3. Strategies for designing and developing large object-oriented programs (OOD/OOP) 

C. The timing and efficiency of algorithms 
1. Big 0 notation 
2. Ranks of common algorithm running times: log n, n, nlog n, n2

, 2" 
3. Running time function for single and nested loops 

D. Lists 
1. Array-based list implementation 
2. Linked list implementation 

E. Abstract Data Types (ADTs) and Interfaces 
F. Stacks 

1. Implementations 
2. Basic operations 

a. push 
b. pop 
c. peek 

3. Applications 
G. Recursion 

I. Recursive algorithms 
2. Relationship between stacks and recursion 

H. Queues 
1. Implementations 
2. Basic operations 

a. enqueue 
b. dequeue 

3. Applications 
I. Trees 

1. Introduction to binary trees 
2. Traversals, searches 
3. Using trees 

a. Binary search trees 
b. Heaps 
c. Balanced trees such as B-trees 

J. Linear and binary search algorithms 
I. Searching arrays and linear structures 
2. Searching trees, graphs and non-linear structures 

K. Sorting algorithm costs: time and space 
I. O(n*n) such as 

a. selection sort 
b. insertion sort 
c. shell sort 

2. O(n*log n) such as 
a. heap sort 
b. merge sort 
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c. quick sort 

City CoUege of San Francisco 
Course Outline of Record 

3. Best, worst and average case performance 
L. Graphs 

I. Definition and examples 
2. Implementations 

a. Adjacency list 
b. Adjacency matrix 

3. Traversals 
a. Depth-first search 
b. Breadth-first search 

M. Hashing and hash tables 
I. Simple hash functions 
2. Collision resolution techniques 

N. Heaps and priority queues 
1. Definitions 
2. Applications 
3. Implementation 

O. Block access time and file access methods 
I. Working with files external media 
2. Sample algorithm optimizing block access with external merge sort 

P. Backtracking 
a. Tree traversals 
b. Stacks 

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assignments 

I. In-class assignments 
a. Roll play algorithms, methods and statements at the client and implementation 

levels for lists, stacks, queues, trees and graphs. 
b. Analyze iterative and recursive sorting and searching algorithms. 
c. Calculate running time function for single and nested loops. 

2. Out-of-c1ass assignments 
a. Designing and implementing ADTs 
b. Using specific techniques, approaches, principles, and algorithms for designing 

and developing programs, and to estimate the order of growth of these algorithms. 
c. Comparing and contrasting advantages/disadvantages of data structures and 

algorithms for sorting and searching. 
d. Writing iterative and recursive algorithms and methods to process arrays, linked 

lists, stacks, queues, trees, heaps and graphs. 
e. Creating hash tables. 
f. Writing programs that implement a list, that use recursion, that process stacks and 

trees. 
B. Evaluation 

I. Student problem solving and programming assignments as described above that 
measure the student's ability to design, develop and analyze data structures and 
algorithms. 
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Course Outliue of Record 

2. Multiple tests andlor quizzes including topics such as processing advantages and 
costs of lists, stacks, queues, trees and graphs; writing and evaluating recursive 
methods; and, determining the order of growth of searching and sorting algorithms. 

3. Written in-class comprehensive final examination that includes developing and 
writing code using the algorithms and data structures covered in the class. 

C. Textbooks and Other Instructional Materials 
I. Frank Carrano and Walter Savitch, Data Stmctllres and Abstractions With Java (2nd 

Editloll), Prentice Hall, 2006 
2. Appropriate programming environment 

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION 
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a». 
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